REMOTE CONTROL
(MODEL G16 / G661)

FUNCTION
Available with every Spectra i.Net® and n.FORM™ Systems is a hand-held remote control that enables end users to make immediate volume and contour control adjustments for masking, paging and audio. Point the remote to a wall mounted, infrared receiver panel or directly at an OP to make changes or establish field settings for the masking, paging or audio.

The molded plastic slim style hand held remote adjusts volume and contour for masking, paging and audio at OP location by channel or for entire OP.

The remote can also be configured for use at a designated wall location if desired.

CONSTRUCTION
+ Molded plastic rubber with coated resin adjustment buttons
+ Size – 2” w x 3.5” h
+ Thickness – ¼”
+ Battery Replacement – Replace battery with a 3V CR2025 Lithium battery